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INTRODUCTION 

The criticality of the integrity of telemetry post processing data demands the strongest security 

tools be employed on the systems and networks used to deliver, manage and process this 

sensitive data.  While the capabilities of vulnerability and threat security applications continue to 

improve; these systems alone cannot totally protect vital telemetry post-processing computing 

environments.  Organizations must constantly face the threat of  insider personnel who decide to 

take actions to compromise the computing environments they work in.  A new class of security 

product is evolving that can help identify individuals whose behavior may impair strategic 

organizational assets and data. After reviewing traditional threat and vulnerability security 

applications and how they can be used to protect critical assets, user behavioral analytics tools 

will be examined along with their role in complementing traditional threat and vulnerability tools 

thereby facilitating better protection of telemetry post processing environments. 

BACKGROUND 

Today organizations use a myriad of cyber security tools to protect their IT networks.  While at 

the surface it appears external cyber malcontents can break into companies at will and wreak 

havoc, a closer examination reveals a more bifurcated environment.  Specifically, companies 

who correctly configure and layer security tools that complement one another’s capabilities have 

much greater success warding off cyber attackers than organizations that do not.  Additionally 

organizations who implement data security paradigms have lower costs associated with data 

breeches when their cyber defenses do indeed fail.  In addition to external threats there are also 

internal threats to an organization.  While the insider threat has always existed, only recently has 

a set of security tools been available to specifically address this issue.  These new tools are called 

behavioral analytics applications.  

DEFENDING AGAINST EXTERNAL ATTACK 

Most organizations today emphasize defense against external attack as this is the most common 

mechanism used to execute a data breech.  Over the years there has been a number of security 

tools developed to assist organizations in defending their IT assets against external attack.  



However, even when all defensive tools are deployed an organization is not totally resistant to 

compromise, although, as mentioned above, the odds of successful attack are greatly reduced.  

Ironically, sometimes, these tools are misconfigured upon deployment; and that misconfiguration 

can leave the organization vulnerable.  Cyber security applications are also famous for yielding 

false alarms.  Yet, when security tool results can be cross correlated with other tools (e.g. 

Firewall with IPS or IDS, etc.) there is better assurance that false alarms will be significantly 

reduced. With that said, here is a brief review of the more popular security tools used to defend 

IT environments 

 Security Information Event Management (SIEM).  Generally all applications produce 

log files that describe their operating progress. SIEM tools [1] collect the data from these 

log files and correlate the event data to attempt to identify threats in the IT environment. 

 Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS)/Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). IPS/IDS tools 

[2] attempt to identify malicious network traffic.  If identified, prevention systems, 

remove the network payload containing the malicious data, as prevention systems operate 

inline to the network; while detection systems (which operate as host based and/or 

network based intrusion detection) can isolate malicious data and signal an alarm to 

security personnel for them to take action.. 

 Data Leak Prevention (DLP). DLP [3] tools attempt to stop sensitive data from  leaving 

(which might be either inadvertently or purposefully directed) the enterprise by using a 

number of techniques to identify sensitive content and capture it before it leaves the 

enterprise via e-mail/ftp/or USB. 

 Database Activity Monitoring (DAM).  DAM tools [8] attempt to thwart compromise 

of relational database management (RDBMS) systems by monitoring database activity 

and access. 

 Firewalls. Firewalls [4] can control what data can enter and leave the enterprise.  A new 

term used in connection with firewalls is the so called next generation firewall.  A next 

generation firewall has conventional firewall capabilities but also can add features like 

IPS, and deep packet inspection. 

 Anti-Distributed Denial of Service (DDS). Denial of service attacks seek to over 

occupy servers with bogus requests so they may not quickly respond to legitimate ones.  

A distributed denial of service [5] attack will stem from several sources.  Anti-DDS tools 

seek to defend against these attacks and disable them. 

 Virus Detection. Typically an anti-virus [6] end point application seeks to identify 

malware or vulnerabilities by simple signature detection (hash over a number of bits, etc.) 

 Advanced Persistent Threat (APT). APT [7] typically cannot be identified by a simple 

signature.  But instead is a complex set of malware processes that work in unison to 

compromise and organization over a long period of time.  Tools used to detect APT are 

complex and may involve both network packet analysis and event log analysis by SIEM 

tools. 



WHAT IS BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS? 

Behavioral analysis is a rather broad term.  But in the computer realm it essentially means trying 

to figure out if provisioned users, with assigned privileges on particular systems are doing good 

or bad things.  Recently there has been a lot of publicity regarding high profile computer 

breeches in large companies and the economic damage this has caused.  In those situations it was 

the case of an outsider (i.e. non-employee) breaking into a company’s IT assets and causing 

damage.  In the prior section technologies were discussed that organizations deploy to keep the 

bad guys out.  What happens when the bad guys are inside the company?  A troubling question 

as the potential damage they can inflict may be possibly far greater than an outsider who breaks 

into systems they are not familiar with.  Some of the same tools to keep outsiders out can be used 

to detect suspicious employee behavior, but they are typically less effective and this is why  a 

new class of tools have evolved that can assist organization in identifying insider threat. 

While there are many types of behavioral analysis analytics tools that can be leveraged; they 

generally fall into one of three categories and this is summarized in Table 1. It is not uncommon 

the find vendors capable of fielding solutions that deliver capabilities in more than one category. 

The first category is tools that track and identify user identity centric interactions with company 

IT equipment. This implies user activity and associated actions with operating systems, file 

systems, or applications running on operating systems are captured and correlated to try and 

identify anomalous behavior.  There may be unique patented processes utilized as part of this 

analysis and the algorithms can be quite complex.  The algorithms may first try to establish a 

baseline for individuals over days or weeks to determine what is normal.  Then contrast that 

normal with day to day anomalies that are detected.  The information can be combined with 

other collected SIEM events to potentially place an identity, user role, or specific access 

privilege/attribute to an associated more general network alert that might otherwise have initially 

been detected as anonymous.   

 

Table 1 Behavioral Analysis Analytics Techniques 

Behavioral Approach Description 

Identity centric interaction within an 

organization 

User’s activity and associated actions within an 

operating system or application or file system 

Identity associated structured and unstructured 

content search tools 

User e-mail, social media posts, images are 

reviewed and processed 

End-point security specific behavior User end point etiquette; e.g. clicking on email 

attachments, using USB’s, etc. is analyzed 

 

 



The second category is tools that collect identity associated structured and unstructured data 

content (inside and outside the enterprise). One might consider this a user’s data footprint.  This 

type of information could encompass e-mails, social media posts, and even images!  These types 

of technologies are very sophisticated and can transcend even language.  Essentially, 

probabilistic and pattern matching algorithms are used to detect patterns, emotions, sentiments, 

intentions, and even preferences.  Identified sentiments or intentions can then be correlated with 

identity centric behavior (discussed above) or even end-point detected behavior (discussed 

below) to better quantify the exact threat.  For instance if an organization notices that an 

employee has been making social media posts in which he or she is criticizing the company; then 

notices that the same employee has installed unauthorized software on a company central server; 

that might more heavily weight the criticality of the observed unknown software installation 

event.   

The third category is security tools that monitor identity associated end-point activity.  This 

would be detected security specific behavior on a user’s end-point device. Examples of security 

specific behavior would be inserting a USB device and copying data to it, going to a new website 

on the user’s web browser, clicking to open an e-mail attachment received in e-mail from an 

unknown user.  This information can be collected and correlated to classify a user’s security 

sensitive end-point behaviors.  Taken with respect to itself, user end-point activity may seem 

rather boring.  However, taken in context of identity centric behavior and structured data 

footprint it might be very revealing.  For instance, if it is detected that am individual is using 

their data access privileges to access sensitive company data on a company server, and it is 

noticed that the user is frequently using USB devices; this might elevate the seriousness in which 

the initial data accesses on the sensitive server is viewed. 

PRIVACY CONCERNS 

There are significant privacy issues with behavior analytics technology.  This is because it 

involves processing content of user e-mails, social posts, images, and other discrete user actions.  

Most problematic in this mix is user e-mail.  As these may contain sensitive personal information  

Table 2. Behavioral Analysis Privacy Issues 

Privacy Issue Description 

E-mail Active monitoring and assessment of employee 

e-mail content 

Social Media Active monitoring and assessment of employee 

social media posts 

Images Active monitoring of images containing 

employee or images employee posts to social 

media 

Other user actions Active monitoring of other user actions on the 

internet 



 

obviously employees may not look positively on the use of behavior analytics tools against such 

data.  Organizations can deal with this in several ways.  First there can be overt statements in the 

employee’s agreement noting that behavioral analytics tools are used and warning employees 

that the content of their e-mails will be constantly monitored.  The agreement might also mention 

that employee posts to social media will also be monitored.  While this will give employees fair 

warning, companies will still have some limitations placed on their e-mail reviews.  The most 

significant limitation being that correspondence received from or sent to an employee’s legal 

counsel cannot be reviewed by the organization.  Some organizations opt to compromise and 

choose to monitor only social media outlets, but do not monitor e-mail content.  Since a 

legitimate argument can be made that social media posts are public domain, organizations with 

privacy sensitivities can formulate policies that are congruent with their privacy philosophies. 

INTEGRATING BEHAVIORAL SOLUTIONS 

Behavioral analysis products can be fielded in a few different ways.  First they can be deployed 

inside a SIEM product.  As the SIEM product is gathering event feeds from a myriad of sources, 

including sources the behavioral analytics tool needs to perform its functionality, the SIEM tool 

could re-direct appropriate event feeds (e.g. from identify products, e-mail products, etc.) to the 

behavioral solution.  Alternatively the behavioral tool can stand alone, and directly take event 

feeds from required application sources.  In this case the behavioral analysis results could be 

displayed in a localized dedicated behavioral dashboard/monitor or forwarded to a more 

generalized dashboard that can integrate behavioral results.  Some identity associated structured 

and unstructured data content gathering tools dump their data into Big Data management 

frameworks like Hadoop, where the results can be further analyzed with visualization tools. 

Table 3. Some Behavioral Analytics Tools Providers 

Manufacturer Product Name Product Category 

Securonix Insider Threat Detection and 

Management Platform  

Identity centric interactions 

with company IT equipment 

and more 

HP HP IDOL™ Identity associated 

structured and unstructured 

data content (inside and 

outside the enterprise) 

gathering/analysis tool 

HP HP ArcSight User Behavior 

Analytics™ 

Identity centric interaction 

detection with SIEM 

integration 

 

 



INPUT DATA THROUGHPUT 

Another challenge in integrating behavioral analytics systems may be throughput and data 

latency.  That is, given what specific inputs the analytics engine requires there may be challenges 

with sustainable data rates to feed the engine as well as data latency issues with temporary 

storage and transformation of input data to a neutral format and subsequent processing of the 

behavioral analytics transformed input data.  These issues will acutely manifest themselves if 

organization attempt to integrate and deploy their own hybrid behavioral analytic systems.  

Otherwise if turnkey integrated COTS systems are acquired most of these complications should 

have been worked out by the tools provider. 

 

APPLICATION IN TELEMETRY POST-PROCESSING ENVIRONMENTS 

There is nothing particularly unique in telemetry post-processing environments that presents a 

challenge in deploying behavioral analytics tools.  However, that being said there are a few 

additional considerations one must factor through, including: 

1) Telemetry post-processing environments are often classified environments.  In these 

cases potential data paths are limited.  However identity and privilege still are important 

factors that must be managed especially in “need to know” situations. 

2) Users of telemetry post processing systems are by definition sophisticated users and as 

such identity associated structured and unstructured data content gathering tools may 

have limited use.  For example it is unlikely the PhD aeronautical engineer analyst is 

going to post flames regarding the company he works for on social media! 

3) Identity end-point activity monitoring tools may play an even more important role.  As 

the end point may be the most vulnerable point at which data product could be 

compromised. 

Behavioral tools may be an absolute must in very sensitive compartmentalized projects that 

generate telemetry data.   Some Behavioral Analytics tools providers are listed in Table 3.  Note 

all product names may be trademarked and are property of the company.  

SUMMARY 

Telemetry and telemetry post-processing data product are extremely important to companies that 

sell or buy products that generate such data. As such aggressive measures should be taken to 

protect telemetry data in raw or reduced form residing on organization internal servers.  While 

cyber security protection tools (e.g. firewalls, virus detection, APT, IDS, IPS, DLP, DAM, 

SIEM, DDAS) to defend against external attack are most popular, a new class of security 

applications known as behavioral analytics tools are coming to the market that can assist 

organizations in identifying and protecting against potential insider threat attacks.  As the 



damage an insider can inflict on an organization is potentially greater than that of an individual 

executing an external attack, behavioral analytics  tools including some combination of identity 

centric interaction tools, identity associated structured and unstructured content search tools, and 

end-point security specific behavior tools should be a requirement in IT environments with 

sensitive compartmentalized telemetry data products.  
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